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Residential hall bathroom space receives an Altro renovation

New Hampshire Technical Institute

Concord, New Hampshire, USA

New Hampshire Technical Institute (NHTI), based in Concord, 

New Hampshire, is a dynamic public institution that provides    

an accessible, rigorous education for students, businesses and 

the community. 

Langley Hall is one of the central hubs for student activity on 

campus and is home to many students. NHTI recognized the 

need for a significant upgrade to the bathroom and shower 

facilities in this dormitory, with a focus on creating a safer and 

more hygienic environment for its students. 

Curtis Ryder, an Altro Whiterock Elite installer, and owner of C.J. 

Ryder Flooring LLC was selected to specify and install a wall 

cladding system that was both durable and hygienic, along with 

slip-resistant flooring that prevents slips and falls when wet. 

Working closely with Altro Representatives, Ryder opted for Altro 

Whiterock and Altro Aquarius because he knew both solutions 

were specifically engineered to thrive in this environment. 

Ryder chose to install 60 panels of Altro Whiterock throughout 

the bathroom and inside the showers because it is easy to clean, 

impact-resistant and provides a continuously smooth, stain-

resistant, wipe-clean surface with no gaps or grout.

Another factor in the decision was that Altro Whiterock can be 

thermoformed around all inside and outside corners, eliminating 

the need for corner guards which prevents the need for 

accessory pieces that could potentially harbor bacteria. 

Altro Aquarius was the ideal flooring choice for showers and 

bathroom areas because when water, shampoo and soap 

contaminants are present, it maintains slip resistance regardless 

of whether the student is barefoot or wearing shoes/flip flops. 

Together Altro Whiterock and Altro Aquarius give these bathroom 

and shower facilities a polished, hygienic look with a fully 

integrated, water-resistant finish. 

Coordinates well with 

1. Altro Orchestra

2. Altro Wood

3. Altro Puressentials

Specifier and Installer: C.J. Ryder Flooring LLC.


